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Legislative Update Agenda

I. President’s “Free Community College Program”

II. Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Forecast

III. (YOU)SSA Testimony Program 

IV. USSA National Lobby Corps





Obama’s Comm. College Proposal

Summary

Essentially, the Obama Administration has proposed a plan to make 
tuition at community colleges entirely subsidized (free). This would 
happen through a grant program where the Federal Government would 
come up with 75% of the funding, and the state would be required to 
cover the other 25%. One thing to be noted is that this proposal will 
legally require Congressional Action. This means Congress needs to 
include this in the budget that they pass for fiscal year 2016. 



Obama’s Comm. College Proposal

Students would have to:

1. Maintain a 2.5 GPA;

2. Be enrolled at least half time;

3. Make “steady progress” towards the completion of the 
program.



Obama’s Comm. College Proposal

Community Colleges would be expected to:

1. Offer courses that are easily transferable to 4 year 
institutions of higher education, enabling them to earn half 
of the credits needed for a 4 year degree; or

2. Offer course programs that have high graduation rates 
and provide degrees that employers are looking for.



Obama’s Comm. College Proposal

States would have to:

1. Pay for 25% of the costs to waive all community college 
tuition within their state

*Plan not yet finalized, still awaiting details





Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Forecast

The President’s Budget

❖ Will be approximately $34 billion spent over the sequester caps
➢ Going to be a widely messaging budget, to frame conversation
➢ Going to fully fund the community college proposal
➢ Going to fully fund “Obamacare”
➢ Going to fully fund Department of Homeland Security



Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Forecast

The Financial Aid Simplification and Transparency (FAST) Act

❖ Introduced by Senator Lamar Alexander (R-TN) & Senator Michael 
Bennet (D-CO) on January 7th, 2015

❖ The FAST Act is going to be the foundation for the higher 
education budget this year, with imminent cuts:
➢ The Stafford Subsidized Loan Program
➢ Federal Work Study
➢ Federal Perkins Loan
➢ Federal Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant



Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Forecast

Other Insights

❖ Budget Reconciliation: 

➢ Pell Grant (discretionary) funding will be purportedly be 
on the chopping block 





(YOU)SSA Testimony Program

Purpose: 

1. To uplift the voices of students around the country to our decision 
makers in order to influence them around our demands.

2. To circumvent the problem of perpetuating the “representation” of 
other’s opinions, beliefs, and stories

3. To document the stories of people so that generations ahead of us 
can understand



(YOU)SSA Testimony Program

Outcome: 

1. Have students represent themselves to their decision makers

2. Have multitudes of video testimonies of students easily accessible 
to all



(YOU)SSA Testimony Program

Process

1. Record videos of students
a. ask a range of interview questions

2. Upload it to the USSA website

3. Present it to the decision maker





USSA National Lobby Corps

● The National Lobby Corps would be convened on a bi-
weekly to a monthly basis, where students around the 
country can get on the phone together and discuss how 
their campaign-based lobbying is going on the federal 
level, as well as being able to share relevant tips.

● The National Lobby Corps would be chaired by the 
Grassroots Legislative Liaison, and supported by the 
Legislative Director.



USSA National Lobby Corps

● First national call weekend of February 13-15
○ Time & Date still to be announced 


